
DECELERATIONS DEFINED

The gradual decrease is defined as, from onset to nadir taking 30 seconds or more. A late deceleration typically follows
a uterine contraction.

Most fetuses have spontaneous accelerations at various points throughout the labor and delivery process.
Monitoring usually shows a symmetrical, gradual decrease and return to baseline of FHR which is associated
with a uterine contraction. Doctors may use internal or external devices to monitor the fetal heart beat.
However, framing and confirmation biases are incompatible with scientific pursuit and in the end harmful to
clinical practice and patient safety. In conditions with reduced placental exchange such as intrauterine growth
restriction IUGR measures to improve blood flow and oxygen delivery to the fetus may not be as effective.
They are caused by decreased blood flow to the placenta and can signify an impending fetal acidemia. Late
decelerations occur when a fall in the level of oxygen in the fetal blood triggers chemoreceptors in the fetus to
cause reflex constriction of blood vessels in nonvital peripheral areas in order to divert more blood flow to
vital organs such as the adrenal glands, heart, and brain. Variable Decelerations Vagally mediated through
chemoreceptors or baroreceptors. Future research should focus on events that happen in pregnancy and labour
that could be the cause of long term problems for the baby. Before 32 weeks of gestation, accelerations are
defined as having a peak greater than or equal to 10 bpm and a duration of greater than or equal to 10 seconds.
The fluctuations are visually quantitated as the amplitude of the peak-to-trough in beats per minute. Abitbol
MM. With an IUPC, this is determined by assessing actual pressures as graphed on the paper. Hence, all
decelerations with rapid descent were presumed to be due to cord compression even though head compression
could also cause rapid decelerations [ 23 ]. Your doctor will be looking for different kinds of heart rates,
including accelerations and decelerations. Abnormal baseline is termed bradycardia when the baseline FHR is
less than bpm; it is termed tachycardia when the baseline FHR is greater than bpm. Consideration is necessary
to the degree of variability and presence, or absence of accelerations and the underlying cause of the
deceleration must be addressed immediately. Macones GA et al. Am J Obstet Gynecol. Complications If
recurrent late decelerations with no variability Category III persist or not promptly evaluated and treated, this
can lead to increased fetal morbidity and mortality. Variability should be normal after 32 weeks. Persistent and
recurrent late decelerations need immediate, meticulous assessment to evaluate the cause and to rule out fetal
acidemia. Another factor is how close the baby is to being born. But if there is a delay, the fetus can suffer a
severe anoxic injury to the brain. Evidence-based clinical guideline number 8. Evolution of the nonstress test.
The onset and depth of early decelerations mirror the shape of the contraction, and tend to be proportional to
the strength of the contraction. Several animal studies also confirm that the FHR decelerations from cord
compression start to recover only after the release of compression [ 23 ]. Evaluating the entire fetal heart
tracing and maternal status is critical. This often happens during later stages of labor as the baby is descending
through the birth canal.


